
THESE HIGH-LEVEL ASPIRATIONS

HIGHLIGHT THE POOR

PERFORMANCE OF BUILDINGS

TODAY, BUT WHAT NEEDS TO CHANGE?

TO LIMIT THE MOST DRAMATIC EFFECTS OF 

CLIMATE CHANGE, CO2 EMISSIONS MUST 

BE REDUCED TO ZERO BY AROUNS 2050.

WORLDWIDE HOWEVER, EMISSIONS 

CONTINUE TO INCREASE.

WORLDWIDE CO2 EMISSIONS NEED TO FALL TO ‘NET 

ZERO’ BY 2050 TO MINIMISE THE IMPACTS OF CLIMATE 

CHANGE. THE UK HAS NOW COMMITTED TO THIS DATE 

AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES ARE MOVING EVEN FASTER.

THERE IS A CRUCIAL ROLE FOR BUILDINGS AND 

INFRASTRUCTURE, BUT WHY SHOULD THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT ACT NOW AND HOW WILL BUILDINGS 

PERFORM IN A NET ZERO ECONOMY?

WORLDWIDE CO2 EMISSIONS: THE CHANGE NEEDED

NET UK CARBON

BUILDING VS. POWER

ACTING ON CLIMATE CHANGE 

THE ROAD TO NET ZERO

Emissions have begun to plateau but a rapid decrease in carbon emitted is needed ahead of 2050 to achieve Net Zero

WHAT CAN WE DO?

As industry professionals, who carry responsibility for both the quality and performance 
of the buildings we work on, as well as the materials and products that go into them, we have 
a substantial role to play in decarbonising buildings and creating places that are resilient to 

the changing climate that is coming.

In late 2019 RIBA set out a Climate Challenge for architects, setting out standards for the 
operational energy, embodied carbon, water use and wellbeing in buildings over the next 

10 years.

he UKGBC also began setting out a universal framework for measuring buildings against a Net Zero target, in 
terms of building operational energy and aspects of embodied carbon.

The Framework will continue to develop in detail and scale over the coming years.

The UK has somewhat bucked this trend with success 
in separating economic growth from the increased CO2 

emissions, although rapid change is still needed to achieve 
the UK’s target for Net Zero by 2050.

Changes in the generation of power have been mainly 
responsible for the reduction in UK CO2 emissions but, 

despite tightening regulations, buildings have not followed 
a similar path.

The production of heat for buildings and their associated activities presents a significant 
technical challenge for the UK with over a third of emissions coming from this requirement.

HEAT SPLIT

TWO THIRDS OF THE BUILDING 

STOCK AROUND TODAY WILL BE 

PRESENT IN 2050. THE GLOBAL 

BUILDING STOCK IS SET TO 

ALMOST DOUBLE IN THAT 

TIME PERIOD.

ALL BUILDINGS WILL NEED TO 

OPERATE AT NET ZERO BEFORE 

2050. BUILDINGS CONSTRUCTED 

POORLY TODAY WILL REQUIRE 

RETROFITTING WITHIN THE NEXT 

30 YEARS.

THE DECISIONS WE MAKE 

TODAY ABOUT 

CONSTRUCTING AND 

RETROFITTING BUILDINGS 

WILL BE FUNDAMENTAL IF 

WE ARE NOT TO CREATE 

FURTHER PROBLEMS ALONG 

THE PATH TO NET ZERO.

NET ZERO CARBON

Following public pressure, local authorities throughout the UK declared 
climate emergencies. This has seen a trend in local and regional policy 

for more ambitious targets for the built environment, pushing ahead of 
national standards.
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CREATING AND RETROFITTING BUILDINGS TO ALLOW FOR A 

FUTURE NET ZERO ECONOMY HAS NOW BECOME AN URGENT 

ISSUE FOR BUILT ENVIRONMENT PROFESSIONALS.

HOW MUST WE ADAPT THE WAY OUR BUILDINGS PERFORM?

HOW DO WE GET TO NET ZERO?

PRESENT DAY

RESIDENTIAL

RESIDENTIAL 

OFFICE

RETAIL

HIGH PERFORMANCE FABRIC

NET ZERO ENERGY USE TARGET: <35KWH PER SQM FLOOR AREA PER YEAR

AIRTIGHT AND COMFORTABLE

COMFORTABLY COOL BUT NATURALLY LIT

LOW CARBON HEAT

EFFICIENT LIGHTING AND APPLIANCES

LOW CARBON REUSABLE MATERIALS

OFFICE

DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY

NET ZERO ENERGY USE TARGET – 70KWH PER SQM FLOOR AREA PER YEAR

IN-USE IMPROVEMENT

FOCUSSED LIGHTING

LOWER COOLING DEMANDS

OFFSITE INFRASTRUCTURE

LOW CARBON REUSABLE MATERIALS

RETAIL

BALANCED HEATING AND COOLING DEMANDS

NET ZERO ENERGY USE TARGET – DEPENDANT ON SCALE AND FORMAT

OPTIMISED REFRIGERATION

SENSORS AND CONTROLS

INVOLVED AND ENGAGED STAFF

RENEWABLE ENERGY GENERATION

LOW CARBON REUSABLE MATERIALS

HIGH PERFORMANCE FABRIC

Net Zero Features: Triple Glazing, Increased 
Insulation Thickness and Consistency

Result: Reducing heating and cooling demands 
through well insulated buildings with a consistent 
thermal envelope. Buildings become more resilient 
to external temperature changes and provide a 
comfortable stable environment for occupants. 
Reduced mechanical infrastructure due to reduced 
demands.

LOW CARBON HEAT

Net Zero Features: Heat Pump Technology, Transition 
Plan for Decarbonisation

Result: Low temperature, non-combustion generation 
provides efficient heat for occupants without 
significantly impacting on local air quality. Supplying 
heat through electricity enables future transition to 
zero carbon generation.

AIRTIGHT AND COMFORTABLE

Net Zero Features: Mechanical Ventilation with Heat 
Recovery, Consistent Air Barrier, More Testing

Result: Minimising uncontrolled ventilation and 
providing ample fresh air that can be filtered and 
tempered to an appropriate temperature. Proper 
testing and commissioning of measures ensures 
buildings are draught free and systems are quiet, 
efficient and cheap to run.

EFFICIENT LIGHTING AND APPLIANCES

Net Zero Features: Smart Tech, Controls, Local DC 
Grids

Result: Providing occupants with smarter controls 
over appliances and lighting to reduce their 
electricity consumption. Low voltage, low loss 
electrical infrastructure in place to take advantage of 
renewable generation and battery technology.

COMFORTABLY COOL BUT NATURALLY LIT

Net Zero Features: Appropriate External Shading, 
Optimised Glazing Design

Result: Ensuring buildings are resilient to future 
temperature increases, as a result of climate change, 
whilst providing ample natural daylight for occupant 
comfort and wellbeing. Using building form, 
orientation, external shading and glazing design to 
achieve suitable performance level without the need 
for further mechanical and electrical systems.

LOW CARBON REUSABLE MATERIALS

Net Zero Features: Low Embodied Carbon, Materials 
Passports, Design for Disassembly and Reuse

Result: Whole life carbon analysis of buildings 
encourages uptake of low carbon, long-life robust 
materials and products that have further uses beyond 
their end of life. Economic value is developed through 
cataloguing building materials and the circular 
economy demand for resources.

SOLAR TECHNOLOGY

The energy generated as a result of converting sunlight into usable forms of renewable energy. Systems typically convert solar energy 
into electricity or thermal energy forms and can come in many formats. The energy generated if used in the building, reduces the overall 
energy demand of the building. Rooftop systems are the most common for generation buildings and therefore the ratio of available roof 
area to internal usable space is important in deciding whether the building can offset all of its energy consumption without some form 
of offsite measure.

DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY

Net Zero Features: Improve Landlord Control, Better 
Fit-Out Oversight, Systems Sub-metering

Result: Ensuring tenant systems do not conflict and 
override landlord systems. Requirement for 
tenants to fit-out units in accordance with landlord 
specification. Accurate metering of landlord areas 
and tenant areas designates a clear responsibility 
for identifying problems and making further 
improvements.

LOWER COOLING DEMANDS

Net Zero Features: External Shading, Night Time 
Cooling

Result: Flexible, adjustable external shading systems 
maximise daylight and solar gains in cooler months 
but reduce glare and overheating in warmer months. 
Buildings façades place an importance on future 
climate readiness and reducing cooling requirements. 
Where possible natural ventilation and thermal mass 
are used to allow the building to cool down during the 
night, reducing reliance on mechanical systems.

IN-USE IMPROVEMENT

Net Zero Features: Digital Twin, System Sub-metering

Result: A digital twin is a live, interactive digital 
mirror of a building and its electrical and mechanical 
systems. Through the use of this model and live 
system monitoring throughout the building, 
operators can fine tune the energy performance of 
their buildings throughout their lifetime.

OFFSITE INFRASTRUCTURE

Net Zero Features: Thin Client ICT, Cloud Computing

Result: Cloud computing encourages a move away 
from onsite computing systems, meaning that the 
energy demands associated with the running of local 
servers are redistributed to centralised data centres.
down during the night, reducing reliance on 
mechanical systems.

FOCUSSED LIGHTING

Net Zero Features: Task Lighting, Reduced Blanket 
Illumination, Effective Lighting Controls

Result: The flexibility in office layouts and activity 
zones means that universal illumination is inefficient. 
Instead, lighting switches to smaller, task orientated 
systems providing local controls for building users 
and automatic daylight, time and occupancy controls 
to reduce wastage.

LOW CARBON REUSABLE MATERIALS

Net Zero Features: Low Embodied Carbon, Materials 
Passports, Design for Disassembly and Reuse

Result: Whole life carbon analysis of buildings 
encourages uptake of low carbon, long-life robust 
materials and products that have further uses beyond 
their end of life. Economic value is developed through 
cataloguing building materials and the circular 
economy demand for resources.

BALANCED HEATING AND COOLING DEMANDS

Net Zero Features: Improved Building Fabric, 
Thermal Storage, Night Time Cooling

Result: An efficient building fabric, reducing the 
considerable heat lost through doors and building 
delivery areas, balances out the demands for heating 
and cooling. Ground source heat pumps are used to 
supply heating and cooling demands whilst using the 
ground to store excess heating and cooling when 
possible.

INVOLVED AND ENGAGED STAFF

Net Zero Features: Energy Targets, Regular 
Monitoring

Result: Targets are set across workforce to reduce 
energy, with education on where greatest impacts can 
be made.  Sub-metering to all systems throughout 
the building allows for the detection of out of range 
performance and areas requiring development or 
maintenance.

OPTIMISED REFRIGERATION

Net Zero Features: Ground Source Refrigeration, 
Out of Hours Measures, Vigilant Monitoring and 
Maintenance

Result: The substantial demand for refrigeration is 
supplied through ground sourced systems, increasing 
efficiency and reusing or storing excess heat for 
future use in domestic hot water or space heating. 
Chillers are covered out of hours to reduce demands 
and avoid impacts on space heating requirements. 
Time controllers are in place to stop chillers operating 
out of hours for non-perishable items. Refrigeration 
systems are regularly checked for temperature range 
and quality of seals, with the overall system 
maintained by a specialist contractor.

RENEWABLE ENERGY GENERATION

Net Zero Features: Rooftop Solar Technology

Result: Low-density retail offerings maximise the 
inclusion of solar technology, generating substantial 
energy mainly through large photovoltaic arrays, 
helping the building meet large electrical demands. 
Novel technologies such perovskite solar cells are 
used to increase the renewable energy yields.

SENSORS AND CONTROLS

Net Zero Features: Local Lighting, Reduced Blanket 
Illumination, Effective Lighting Controls

Result: Smaller, localised systems meet lighting 
demands for the building, reducing the need for 
high-power luminaires. Lighting is well controlled 
with automatic sensors to detect occupancy and 
switch off out of hours.

LOW CARBON REUSABLE MATERIALS

Net Zero Features: Low Embodied Carbon, Materials 
Passports, Design for Disassembly and Reuse

Result: Whole life carbon analysis of buildings 
encourages uptake of low carbon, long-life robust 
materials and products that have further uses beyond 
their end of life. Economic value is developed through 
cataloguing building materials and the circular 
economy demand for resources.

LET US KNOW WHAT YOU THINK!

APPLIANCES, COOKING & PLUG LOAD

The energy demands associated with plug-in appliances and cooking. These demands are difficult to predict as the use is dependent 
upon occupant behaviour. Although difficult to reduce, there are ways to influence these demands through building design.

SPACE COOLING

The amount of active cooling required to maintain a desired temperature for a conditioned space. The energy required is dependent 
upon gains and losses in the space. This energy demand is dependent on several building factors:

� Thermal performance of the building fabric
� Air tightness of building envelope
� Ventilation type and performance
� Thermal mass of internal environment
� Internal gains from people, equipment, lighting, cooking etc.
• Solar gains through glazing

DOMESTIC HOT WATER

The energy required to heat and maintain water at the temperature required for domestic hot water, typically 55° – 60°C in the UK. 
Hot water demand is predominantly influenced by the building users but can also be impacted by the quality of storage, pipework and 
flow rate of fixtures.

IT EQUIPMENT

The energy demand required to power IT equipment. The scale of IT equipment can differ considerably depending on the needs of 
business and individuals but the equipment in offices can account for around 15% of the energy use of the building.

SPACE HEATING

The amount of active heating required to maintain a desired temperature for a conditioned space. The energy required is dependent 
upon gains and losses in the space. This energy demand is dependent on several building factors, including:

� Thermal performance of the building fabric
� Air tightness of building envelope
� Ventilation type and performance
� Thermal mass of internal environment
� Internal gains from people, equipment, lighting, cooking etc.
• Solar gains through glazing

SPECIALIST MECHANICAL VENTILATION

Some areas of a building may require specialist ventilation systems to deal with issues such as pollutant, fumes, smoke, overheating etc. 
Examples of this are enclosed car parking areas, commercial kitchens and building corridors. This building energy use can be difficult to 
predict due to its intermittent nature and its dependency on building usage.

FIXED LIGHTING

The energy required to supply artificial light through permanent fixtures and fittings. The energy demand is dependent on:

� The level of natural daylight allowed into the building
• Efficiency of lighting fixtures
� Controls and zoning

VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION

The use of lifts is an often-unmeasured energy use in buildings, for commercial buildings however vertical transportation can account 
for around 5-8% of the building energy use, with the standby consumption using a considerable amount of the energy. Other impacts 
on the energy consumption of lifts are control systems, motor types, sizing and accuracy of traffic data.

REFRIGERATION 

The energy demand required to provide cooling to refrigeration equipment, not for the purpose of space cooling. In a retail environment 
this energy is mainly used for coolers, chillers and freezers, and can represent around 50% of a supermarket’s energy costs. However, 
refrigeration is found elsewhere, such as datacentres where it used to extract heat from IT infrastructure.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/greengage-environmental/
https://twitter.com/greengageenv

